<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 641: Advanced Taxation of Property Transactions  
*Fulfills second international tax requirement*  
David Cameron                              | 669: Int’l Taxation of Partnerships*  
*Fulfills second corporate tax requirement*  
Mitch Weiss                                | 613: Corporate Reorganizations†  
Charlotte Crane                            | 621-1: Advanced Partnership Taxation  
Robert Wootton                              | Excel Modeling  
Lisa Meekins and Phillip DeSalvo           |
| 2:00pm – 3:50pm                            |                                              |                                                |                                               |                                             |
| 681: Investigation, Prosecution and Defense of Tax Crimes  
Jenny Johnson                              |                                              |                                                |                                               |                                             |
| 4:00pm – 5:50pm                            |                                              |                                                |                                               |                                             |
| 689: Consolidated Returns†  
Jeff Sheffield and Kevin Coenen             | BUSCOM 684: Tax Policy  
Sarah Lawsky                                 | 631: CFC*  
Jeff Maydew and Julia Skubis Weber          | 618: Tax Aspects of Private Equity Transactions†  
Jeffrey Sheffield and Michael Carew          |                                             |
|                                              | 651: Estate Planning  
Kim Kamin and Lucy Bickford                 | 642: Taxation of Structured Real Estate Transactions  
Daniel Cullen                               |                                               |                                             |
|                                              | 676: Tax Audits, Appeals & Litigation  
Robert Aland                                 | 612: Spinoffs and Other Divisive Reorgs†  
Herb Beller                                  |                                               |                                             |
| 6:00pm – 7:50pm                            |                                              |                                                |                                               |                                             |
| 673: Adv. Int’l Corp. Tax Problems*  
Paul Pencak, Steve Surdell, and Anna Voortman  
682: ERISA and Employee Benefits  
Matthew Renaud                               | 632: Int’l Estate Planning*  
Suzanne Shier and Andrew Stone                 | 678: US Transfer Pricing*  
Andrew O’Brien-Penney & Jonathan Welbel        | 655: Income Taxation of Trusts and Estates  
Jeffrey Bergman and Janet Montgomery          |                                             |
|                                              | 644: Bankruptcy Taxation†  
Todd Maynes                                   |                                              |                                               |                                             |

Basic Tax (3 JD) – Charlotte Crane  
Partnership Tax (3 JD) – Robert Wootton  
* Fulfills second international tax requirement  
† Fulfills second corporate tax requirement